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A recurring theme over the past decade is the conflict over land use practices—a conflict 

that has tended to pit environmentalists against those who might characterize themselves 

as advocates of private property rights. Those who identify with the property rights side 

of the question see the control of land (land ownership) as part of their natural rights, and 

they tend to see that ownership as an essential part of liberty. Those on the environmental 

side of the question will often insist that land cannot properly be reduced to individual 

dominion—for if land is so commoditized, then the long-run collective good will be 

sacrificed to the narrow interests of those momentarily in position of a property interest 

in land. Environmentalists will suggest that since individuals necessarily have shorter 

planning horizons than societies, the individualization of land will surely lead to 

incompatibilities between the interests of the current owner and the larger social good 

over the long term. 

 

Does Henry George offer a useful perspective on this current debate? There are two 

dimensions to Henry George’s conception of a property interest in land. The first 

dimension concerns his views on the social legitimacy of the income to accrue to those 

who hold landed property. The second dimension concerns his views regarding the 

origins of the owner’s rights in land. Think of the former as pertaining to the capacity of 

the public purse to share in the good fortune of those to whom ownership rights have 

been granted. Think of the latter as pertaining to the forbearance of the polity with 

respect to the extent and legitimacy of that ownership.  

 

The usual reaction to George’s proposal for a land value tax arises from his attention to 

differential site rents representing a return to the owner in excess of that necessary to 

draw land into, or to maintain land in, its current use. Henry George correctly pointed out 

that most of this economic rent is not due to exertions of the owner but to the mere good 

fortune to own land capable of earning Ricardian rent. By taxing this unearned 

increment, political jurisdictions should be able to fund their necessary activities without 

distorting the uses to which land might be put. Hence the “single” tax; one is enough. 



More importantly, unlike all other taxes, a tax on this unearned increment will not distort 

allocative decisions at the margin. 

 

The attention shown to George’s single tax has quite probably diverted the collective 

mind (and serious analytical attention) away from his conception of land ownership. 

Henry George believed that socially created values should be socially appropriated, and 

that public fiscal burdens should be distributed on the basis of benefits received rather 

than on ability to pay. George argued that since the benefits of that exclusivity are 

received by the owner at the expense of the rest of society, a major portion of those 

benefits really belong to the rest of society (some of whom are also owners). The public 

appropriation of the full land rent (minus enough to keep the land usefully employed) 

represents the essence of George’s single tax.  

  

This is not to deny the nature and extent of public benefits that arise from the industry 

and good work of those who own private land. The most pleasing landscapes (both rural 

and urban) often are the result of private initiative and hard labor. We call this aspect the 

“positive spillovers” of private land management. To a certain extent, the public 

appreciation of this constructed landscape is captured in the market value of that land.  

 

It is also true, however, that much goes on in the private sphere that is not universally 

appreciated. For example, when farmers drain and fill wetlands, wildlife habitat is 

destroyed. When timber companies or small woodlot owners destroy aesthetic timber 

stands, additional wildlife habitat is sacrificed. When English farmers rip out hedges to 

make room for large agricultural machinery, many believe that an important aspect of the 

English countryside is lost. When farmers allow soil erosion to clog otherwise clear 

streams, fish are likely killed. When large urban buildings destroy scenic vistas, 

individuals will question the presumed sanctity of private property. 

History suggests that societies grant private control over land to particular individuals on 

the expectation that the larger interests of the polity will be served. When the nature of 
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those social benefits falls into widespread disrepute, trouble is not far to seek. Lest one 

doubt the significance of this, we need look no further than the French, Russian, and 

Chinese revolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Of course, those who own 

land can appeal—and they certainly have—to a range of opportunistic rationalizations 

and justifications for their ownership. But none of these justifications can withstand the 

cold hard glare of public skepticism. When collective doubt begins to spread across the 

land, then all the rationalizations are as nothing before the court of public sentiment. One 

cannot read economic and social history and reach any other conclusion. 

 

Consistently with the tenor of his time, Henry George found the logic of natural rights to 

be an agreeable basis for land ownership. That is, ownership was justified to the extent 

that it arose from individual initiative and hard work. But what cuts one way must also 

cut the other. That is, this logic legitimizes ownership in some instances (when one adds 

value to land), and discredits it in others (when one lives off the hard work of others). We 

need not dwell on the idea of natural rights to see that the benefits of land ownership 

consist of two components: the autonomy of ownership, and the financial rewards of 

ownership.   

 

When landowners are prevented through collective action (usually called regulations) 

from undertaking activities that will harm environmental resources, they will likely insist 

that they are being asked to provide public benefits for which they should be 

compensated. The contrary position, of course, is that the regulations prevent them from 

actions that will create environmental harm. The benefit-harm distinction underlies much 

of the contention in land use disputes. When a farmer is prevented from draining a 

wetland in the interest of preserving wildlife habitat, it is doubtful that this prohibition is 

to provide environmental benefits. Rather, the prohibition on draining the wetland 

prevents the creation of environmental harm. With this in mind, the question then arises 

why landowners should be compensated for denial of the opportunity to inflict harm on 

the larger society by destroying, as George put it, the “gratuitous offerings of nature.” 
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Henry George understood that the unique benefits of owning land carried with it social 

obligations. In the abstract, landowners will usually accept this idea. But when things get 

too close to home, attitudes tend to change. George justified his single tax on the ground 

that the benefits of private land ownership obligated owners to surrender that excess 

above the amount necessary to engage land in its current uses. While he certainly 

understood the economic benefits to arise from private ownership, he saw no apparent 

reason why large disparities in wealth should, over time, arise from that ownership.    

  

When we consider this view in current terms, George might easily be seen as an 

opponent of legal findings that require compensation for landowners when their 

development schemes and plans are blocked by collective action‚ called “takings.” After 

all, if the benefits of owning land are a privately appropriable gift bestowed by a society, 

he might be expected to insist that there is little good reason to transfer public revenue to 

owners when society determines that certain of their development plans are contrary to 

the public interest.   

 

While there is some evidence that George’s land value tax is not yet ready for widespread 

adoption, there is considerable evidence of a compensation rule informed by Georgist 

logic. Regulations that diminish the value of the ownership interest are often not 

compensated, except in cases of actual physical possession of the land by government 

(for highways, airports, public buildings, etc.). 

 

The writings of Henry George, and the reaction to those views, remind us of the 

contentious nature of the social gift of private ownership of land. To some, private 

ownership is clear in its origins and clear in its justifications.  As we have seen, property 

is often regarded as a natural right that exists prior to the existence of a civil society (a 

state). Such declarations of ownership constitute Lockean assertions (“this is mine”) 

without benefit of Kantian social recognition (“yes, that is yours”). This difference alerts 
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us to the fundamental problem of consent in political philosophy. Indeed, the natural 

rights view of property rights situates that ownership as being logically prior to the state. 

Once acquired by the possessor, these ideas then encourage owners to insist that the state 

protect their possessions. Notice that this view denies the pertinence of the nation-state to 

the initial acquisition of property rights, but then holds the nation-state responsible for 

protecting those rights. 

 

Property rights are contentious precisely because they give owners a special claim on the 

coercive power of governments. To have a right is to have the capacity to require some 

authority system (the state) to act in your behalf—that is, to act so as to protect your 

particular interest against the interest of others. It is important to note that rights only 

have meaning when there is some authority system that agrees to defend a right-holder's 

interest in a particular outcome. The effective protection from this authority is nothing 

other than a correlated duty or obligation for all others in society. 

 

With this idea in mind, it is easy to see that the usual connection between liberty and the 

ownership of land comes from the ability of the owner to require the state to come to 

his/her defense. But that self-serving use of the state by an owner is necessarily directed 

against others in the same political jurisdiction. Can it be any mystery why property 

rights are contentious?   

 

A right is a triadic relationship that encompasses the object or circumstances of interest, 

the individual or group related to that interest, and all others who have a duty to respect 

the right. This triad emphasizes that a right is not a relationship between an individual 

and an object or an action. Nor are property rights in land correctly understood as 

conflicts between the interests of an owner and an oppressive government. Rather, 

property rights are relationships between two individuals (or two groups) with respect to 

land.  One of the interests will be the owner, while the other interest will not be.  

Government enters as a necessary participant only because it stands as the sole source of 
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conflict resolution in society. In entering the dispute, government (the courts) must 

decide which set of competing claims shall be protected with a right.   

 

Landowners will insist that their interests must prevail. But the history of recent land use 

disputes in the courts suggests otherwise. In essence, what an individual owns depends 

upon what others in society say (“yes, that is yours”), not what the individual says (“this 

is mine”), and inevitably the courts must decide. This brings us back to the centrality of 

consent, and to the idea of Immanuel Kant concerning intelligible possession as distinct 

from empirical possession. Intelligible possession requires the application of pure reason 

(“yes, that is indeed yours”), while empirical possession entails only physical control 

(“this is mine”). Because property rights are differentially held in a society, and because 

to have a property right is to have the capacity to require the state to compel duty from 

others, individual liberty cannot logically be grounded in property rights in land. There 

may be “liberty” for the landowner, but all others in society stand exposed to the directed 

use of state power by those who have property rights. 

 

Henry George saw the origin of property rights in natural rights and Lockean labor. But 

he drew a distinction between the acquisition of a property interest in land and the ability 

to continue to profit differentially from that prior acquisition. He was most certainly not 

opposed to private ownership of land, but he failed to consider it socially useful (or 

politically sustainable) to allow inordinate wealth—and thus differential economic 

advantage—indefinitely to flow from that initial acquisition.  

 

Environmental concerns now threaten the presumed sanctity of the individualized control 

over nature. Those who demand compensation for their inability to destroy nature will 

find small comfort in Henry George.  These environmental concerns are at the center of a 

collective redefinition of the presumed sanctity of individual dominion over a global 

ecosystem that necessarily belongs to everyone.  
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Much of human history in the Western world has been a relentless march from common 

property regimes to individualized property regimes. Now, with the world filling up with 

people and with technology magnifying the capacity for environmental harm, we see 

evidence that atomization of the ownership of nature is in gradual retreat. Public 

imperatives are driving this process as surely as they drove the earlier march toward 

individualization of control over nature. And this reminds us that property regimes are 

fundamentally social constructions—human artifacts informed and driven by the 

purposes of the future.   
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